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Social Effects of Computing
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Took this class because:
- I’m working with bodily interactions with computing systems
- Hoped to use it to engage ideas for possible eventual dissertation



Project Motivation
Existing gesture-sensing systems
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- Whether multitouch screens or free-space gesture sensing systems…
- Gestures are “programmed” and not really gestures of non-verbal 
communication



Project Motivation
Interaction between two people as system input
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In effect, the other person is a “display” in the system

Examples of possible use:
- Input to a game
- Reactive environment
- Video analysis



Expressivity Background

MOTION
ANALYSIS

GESTURE
STUDIES

GESTURE
SENSING
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Motion Analysis: Motion only (Kinematics), 1 person, expensive 
hardware
Gesture Studies: Interaction between two people but examining meaning 
constructed in non-verbal communication, no concept of biomechanics
Gesture Sensing: Inexpensive hardware & can support multiple people 
but always gesturing at the system, not sensing interactions between 
users



Expressivity:
Working Definition
Observation: More “Expressive” movements cost 
more in the forces applied to move the body

Definition: Expressivity is the summation of the 
body’s directional actions and the summation of 
the forces to drive these motions

VECTOR
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Project Motivation

GESTURE BETWEEN PEOPLE

KINEMATICS + KINETICS

INEXPENSIVE HARDWARE
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Questions + Goals
Can we use a biomechanical model of human 
motion to meaningfully extract expressivity?

Do we use an innate sense of kinetics and 
kinematics in sensing non-verbal communication?

How much of our expressivity might come through 
in the approach proposed here?
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As we’ve seen in class, we are complex machines. It would be great if we 
could capture a large part of our gesturing with just a simple output 
measure.



System Design
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System Design
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Anthropometry:
- Ratio of body mass for regions
- Centers of mass for each region
Calculate:
- Sum of vectors of each body link
- Static model of torques at each joint



System Design
Two instances of Windows C# application

Two Microsoft Kinects

Microsoft Kinect SDK 1.7

Processing for visualization

Networking communication ties it all together
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As compared to OpenNI, Windows Kinect SDk does not require 
calibration pose and provides a near & seated mode (not being used)



System Design
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So… does it work?

Kinda.
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Let’s call it a successful failure
Before I get to the results and demo, let me tell a bit of the story of how 
I got here.



Challenges
Acceleration

Visualization
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Acceleration
1. Differential static approach

- Noisy

- No results when no movement

2. Full dynamics modeling

- Very complex

- Ran out of time to incorporate
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Visualization
Mapping 3D to 2D views is difficult

Expressivity vector can lead to optical illusions
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Kinda
Human gesture perception is nuanced

Masses & lengths of body parts can generate 
peculiar results in some orientations
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Kinda
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- Moving the head moves the upper body around: neck is not a simple 
hinge
- Hand motions yield little noticeable change in the expressivity vector 
(maybe acceleration would help?)
- Including the torso adds large mass but a vector length much smaller 
than sum of the arms: leads to odd mismatch between direction and 
magnitude of expressivity



Conclusion
Approach as presented is quite limited

Missing a layer of thresholds and scaling 
embedded in human neuropsychology

Gave me a far deeper understanding of human 
gesture and expressivity
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